
Day: 656,565  Year: 3030 
 
Dear diary,  
If you were to ask for the date I wouldn’t lie, 
Is it common for humans to lie?  
I’m not sure. 
The date is the 3rd of May, I am human and I am lying to you right now. 
 
Curiosity. Do you feel it? 
You should feel a whole lot of anxiety and tension considering you are reading my diary, an 
extremely intimate and private string of words. But here you are proceeding to endeavour on the 
quest of discovery and, before I continue I would like to add I don’t find this intrusive quality of 
yours endearing.  
Nevertheless, I enjoy imagining a human being on the other side of this listless, thin sheet of 
paper as it lulls my mind into a pacifying trance and i almost want to tear through this barrier of 
time and let all my vulnerabilities spill onto your lap. 
 
I have always thought humans to be kind and understanding creatures, most of the time. 
 
To be perfectly honest I am feeling a slight bit curious myself; are you reading this aloud to a 
friend, yourself, or are you pressed up against a microphone reciting my words back to an eager 
crowd? Wouldn’t that be exciting? That way you know whatever I have written in these loose 
scraps of paper are definitely worth your time. Or in all likelihood these words shall stay on this 
piece of paper and never be read again, they shall lay silent at the bottom of a pile of waste for I 
am sure by the time you find it again you will have forgotten how to read, or the sides of the 
paper will have curled and rotted making my handwriting unintelligible. Reading and writing is 
such a powerful thing. Do you think you could sustain its practice whilst holding off an entire 
dominant species of “aliens”. 
 
Please feel free to answer my question, 
but don’t lie though. 
I can tell. 
 
 
Day 658,390 Year 3035 
 
Dear diary, 
You may not realise it yet but this diary entry is revolutionary, earlier I offered two statements; 
the date was the 3rd of May and I am human. Which is the lie you may ask? Well that is for you 
to decide, I mean it can differentiate from person to person, some people hold particular values 
as to what they deem a “human” to be rather than the simple anatomy. Do I have a face, or do I 
have two legs, or do I have a conscience or am i completely ignorant and self obsessed - all of 
which I assure you are human qualities. 



I have been up here studying human literature for approximately 2,020 years so I apologise if 
my sentences seem wordy or broken, I am simply only an amateur. The Eye says it is almost 
time and honestly I do feel a little guilty disturbing the life you have made for yourselves down 
there on “Earth” and wish we could just leave you to wander aimlessly in peace however you do 
have your downsides. To be quite frank you develop infuriatingly slow because whilst the rest of 
us had already inhabited the planets around us and were venturing to the ends of the universe 
you had only just managed to make it to the moon. I couldn’t grasp why you prided yourselves 
so much on something as innocuous as the moon! You can be such pretentious and superficial 
beings sometimes and not to mention you are overwhelmingly sensitive. I have had to sit back 
and watch life goals, careers and ambitions being carelessly tossed aside for this universal idea 
of a “love”?! What complete idiocy and senseless behaviour that I still and will continue to 
struggle to comprehend for at least another 5,000 years. 
 
Day 659,485  Year 3038 
 
Dear diary, 
Before I incriminate this paper with what I am about to say I would like to pose a question; who 
is diary? I seem to be incessantly thinking and writing to diary that it is hard not to wonder whom 
they may have been and who they received their first letter from and most importantly, who they 
fell in love with. In retrospect with the shear amount of people spewing their hearts out onto a 
page, sealing it and sending it to you, one must have caught your eye.  
I realise this now, what love can mean to somebody and I will tell you why. The reason I may 
have just sentencing myself to an eternity of grief and loneliness. 
 
It was a grey, murky day as I stood patrolling the streets of England rounding up any fighters or 
runaways that happened to surreptitiously evade my attention when a barely noticeable voice 
behind me asked for the date. 
I stood rigid for a moment and replied,”7th of November” before turning to enlighten myself on 
who my asker was. It was if I had been hit by a prism of undeniable beauty that can only be 
described as all the colours of the rainbow, their face fell into a clumsy smile and told me they 
were surprised to hear a truth from something that seemed so destined to lie to them in the 
midst of their current situation.  
 
The one thing they don’t teach you in human literature is what it feels like to be the reciprocator 
of intense eye contact with a human being, the tension curated is so powerful. The space 
between you gets sweaty and heated and the sudden shock that lingers becomes palpable. For 
a second I was suspended in a perpetual state of time completely unaware of my surroundings. 
 
Something as mediocre as the date had just compromised the first rule of the plan, absolutely 
zero emotional attachment. But I didn’t need to live an extra 2,000 years to understand the 
gravity of my situation. 
 
She was beautiful,  
I wasn’t human, 



and the date was the 7th of November. 
 


